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Peace, Trust, Friendship

Safeguarding at Alderman Cogan’s Church of England Primary Academy

Dear Parents and Carers,

Welcome back to our Second Safeguarding Newsletter.
At Alderman Cogan's Church of England Primary School,
safeguarding and promoting the welfare of children is
everyone’s responsibility and our top priority. Anyone who
comes into contact with children and their families has a role
to play.

This months newsletter will focus on sexual harrassment and
the latest updates on social media and what to look out for.

Thank you,
Mrs Malster-Hinett

Safeguarding Governor Our Safeguarding

Governor at Alderman Cogan’s CE Primary Academy is Revd
Rich Phillips.

The safeguarding governor’s responsibilities include:

- Behaviour and recruitment of both staff and volunteers,
ensuring the school is following safe recruitment
procedures.

- Reviewing all activity and policy relating to the physical
and emotional well-being of all children.

- Seeking improvement to ensure the school follows best
practice in creating a productive and safe environment for
all.

Revd Rich Phillips can be contacted via the school office:

admin.acs@ebor.academy



Sexual Harrassment In Schools

Last year, OFSTED completed an investigation into sexual harassment in schools and colleges. After
speaking to over 900 pupils of all ages, the review revealed how prevalent sexual harassment and
online sexual abuse are for children and young people. The report said that for some children, incidents
are so commonplace that they see no point in reporting them.

Girls told OFSTED that sexual harassment and online sexual abuse, such as being sent unsolicited
explicit sexual material and being pressured to send nude pictures (‘nudes’), are much more prevalent
than adults realise. For example, nearly 90% of girls, and nearly 50% of boys, said being sent explicit
pictures or videos of things they did not want to see happens a lot or sometimes to them or their peers.
The full report can be read here.

What is sexual harassment?
Sexual harassment in general is any unwanted sexual attention that can cause physical, emotional,
mental, psychological or economic harm to the victim. It can happen both online or offline.

Does this happen in primary schools?
Boys and girls mix together in every social environment, at every age and many children will never
experience sexism, harassment or abuse based on gender.

It is important that we teach all children (both boys and girls), of all ages, what is acceptable
interaction and what is not, and then what they must do if any unwanted attention happens to them.

The report recommended that school leaders should create a culture where sexual harassment and
online sexual abuse are not tolerated, and where they identify issues and intervene early to better
protect children and young people.

What do we do at Alderman Cogan CE Primary Academy?

At Alderman Cogan CE Primary Academy, we encourage children to be open about their experiences so
that they know it is always safe to disclose concerns to a trusted adult. We aim to create an
environment that teaches boys and girls how to behave respectfully towards each other, and how to
respect personal and physical boundaries.

Through our Jigsaw lessons, we ensure the children develop an age appropriate awareness of this theme,
including understanding how to show respect to themselves and others. If children understand their
own bodies, the terminology to use and why certain words are not appropriate, they will speak with
more knowledge and respect to each other.

Jigsaw
To support our Personal, Social and Health
Education curriculum, our school follows the
Jigsaw scheme of work. Each week the children
participate in a range of activities linked to that
term’s ‘jigsaw piece’. The following theme is being
covered this term:

Term 2: Celebrating differences focuses on
similarities and differences and teaches about
diversity, such as disability, racism, power,
friendships, and conflict; children learn to accept
everyone’s right to ‘difference’, and most year
groups explore the concept of ‘normal’; bullying –
what it is and what it isn’t, including cyber and
homophobic bullying – is an important aspect of
this Puzzle.

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/review-of-sexual-abuse-in-schools-and-colleges/review-of-sexual-abuse-in-schools-and-colleges


What parents and carers need to know about WhatsApp

WhatsApp is the world’s most popular messaging service with around two billion users exchanging
texts, photos, videos, documents and making voice and video calls. The app offers end-to-end
encryption, meaning messages can only be read by the sender and the recipient. Not even WhatsApp
can read them. Updates to its privacy policy in 2021 reportedly caused millions of users to leave the
app. But the new policy was widely misinterpreted: it only related to WhatsApp business features, not
to personal messages.

Advice for parents and carers:

● Report potential scams – advise your child not to engage with any message that looks
suspicious or too good to be true. When your child receives a message from an unknown number
for the first time they will be given the option to report that number as spam.

● Create a safe profile – even though someone would need your child’s phone number to add them
as a contact, as an extra precaution it is worth altering your young one’s profile settings to
restrict who can see their photo and status, the options are ‘everyone’, ‘my contacts’ and
‘nobody’.

● Delete accidental messages – if your child posted a message in the wrong chat or sent a message
that they immediately regret, they can delete it. Tap and hold on the message, choose delete and
then ‘delete for everyone’. WhatsApp allows 7 minutes to delete a message after it is sent but it is
important to remember that recipients may have seen (and screenshotted) the message before it
was deleted.

National Online Safety Mobile App

It's time to get #OnlineSafetySavvy Children are spending more time than ever online. As adults, we
need to do everything we can to keep them safe in the digital world. But with new apps, games and
platforms emerging every day, how can you stay in the know?

Say hello to the new National Online Safety mobile application.

With all online safety knowledge available at your fingertips, the NOS app empowers parents and
teachers to understand and address online safeguarding risks – anytime, anywhere. The world’s most
comprehensive online safety app, it’s packed with insightful courses, explainer videos, webinars and
guides on topics that will help you protect the kids you care about when they’re online.

Download the app for free https://info.nationalonlinesafety.com/mobile-app

https://info.nationalonlinesafety.com/mobile-app


From TikTok to Instagram, Google to YouTube, many of the online platforms we use every day have
released plans to improve the safety of users under 18. But will these changes improve the safety of
children and young people online? Our online safety experts have reviewed the biggest changes coming
to these platforms, helping you to stay on top of your online safety as well as the online protection of
the children and young people in your care.

Please see the link below for the guide to the latest updates : Social Media Platform Updates

TikTok - After recently taking over Facebook as the world’s most popular app, TikTok has continued
to improve its platform by making changes to its privacy settings. These changes are significant as they
focus on the way the app is used by under 18s – it’s biggest user demographic.

● All users under the age of 16 will have a private account by default. This disables direct

messaging, content downloading, and popular features ‘Duet’ and ‘Stitch’ (which allow users to

interact with videos made by other users)

● Users between the ages of 16-17 will receive a prompt asking them to review and confirm privacy

settings when they first use direct messaging

● There is a new ‘Video Downloads’ feature that must be turned on to allow others to download

any other user’s videos

● TikTok has decided to take a more mindful approach to push notifications in an attempt to

combat excessive screentime use by young people. Any users aged 13-15 will not receive push

notifications from 21:00 onwards. Users aged 16-17 will not receive notifications from 22:00

onwards

Instagram - There have been many platforms making significant changes to privacy settings over
the last few months in an attempt to tackle cyberbullying and mental health concerns. Instagram has
been at the forefront of this movement. As one of the most popular social media platforms to date, it
has introduced a series of changes that it is hoping will help make its platform a more welcoming place
for everyone.

● A new feature called ‘Limits’ automatically hides comments and direct messages from strangers

who do not follow a user

● Users have the option to limit the number of comments found on their posts by turning on the

“hide more comments” feature

● Another new feature called ‘Hidden Words’ will automatically filter offensive content found in

direct message requests and comments on posts. This is a predefined list of offensive terms

developed by Instagram, but users have the option to create their own custom list as well. Users

can access the hidden folder to see these messages, and will be given the option to accept,

delete, or report the content

https://ineqe.com/2021/08/20/social-media-is-changing/?utm_campaign=Safeguarding%20Hub%20Newsletter%20&utm_medium=email&_hsmi=151256392&_hsenc=p2ANqtz-9YgHF2LNPMoeGObnWt1ASeR0UBx8KQGwMN5BMeeMc8VSOyGvyFRfrv0qg38BwTtQyi1EzsYt_n2_ScmqUZD2ImSD4zuEuOib6P13wnrJ5lfy_HzPs&utm_content=151256392&utm_source=hs_email
https://www.omnicoreagency.com/tiktok-statistics/


Google

The search engine giant has a new set of changes coming to its entire platform. Most are tailored

to ensuring the safety of under 16s, both at home and in educational institutions:

● Google will now let anyone under the age of 18 (or their parent or guardian) request the

removal of images from Google search results

● SafeSearch, which helps filter explicit content from search results, is available for account

holders under 13 (if their account is managed by Family Link) and will be extended to users

under 18 by default over the next few months

● Users under 18 will no longer have the option of turning on Location History (which is

switched off by default for all Google accounts)

● Targeted advertising will be blocked for users under 18 years old. Google will also be

expanding its safeguards to prevent sensitive advertising being shown to teenagers, such as

supplement promotion, alcohol brands, and weight-loss schemes

YouTube - Alongside the promotion of their new feature, Shorts, YouTube has adjusted some of their
privacy settings to try and safeguard under 18s using the platform.

● All uploads made by users between the ages of 13 and 17 years old will be made private by

default, though this can be manually disabled by any user

● YouTube will introduce digital wellbeing reminders to take breaks between videos and a bedtime

alarm to discourage binge watching

● Autoplay will now be disabled by default on YouTube Kids and for anyone aged 13-17 using

YouTube

● YouTube Kids have introduced additional parental controls, such as the option to permanently

disable Autoplay. It will also remove overly commercialised content that focuses solely on

product packaging or encourages children to spend money

https://blog.google/technology/families/giving-kids-and-teens-safer-experience-online/
https://ineqe.com/2021/07/01/youtube-shorts-need-to-know/


What is a Designated Safeguarding Lead?

Governing bodies should ensure that the school or college designates an appropriate senior
member of staff to take lead responsibility for child protection. Key aspects of the ‘Designated
Safeguarding Lead’ role include:

- Making sure all staff are aware how to raise
safeguarding concerns

- Ensuring all staff understand the symptoms of child
abuse and neglect

- Referring any concerns to social care

- Monitoring children who are the subject of child
protection plans

- Maintaining accurate and secure child protection
records

- Raising awareness of the school’s safeguarding policies and procedures, and ensuring they are
implemented and reviewed regularly

Our Designated Safeguarding Leads are: Mrs Malster-Hinett (DSL) & Mrs Barnard (DDSL)

Safeguarding Governor Our Safeguarding

Governor at Alderman Cogan’s CE Primary
Academy is Revd Rich Phillips.

The safeguarding governor’s responsibilities
include:

- Behaviour and recruitment of both staff and
volunteers, ensuring the school is following safe
recruitment procedures.

- Reviewing all activity and policy relating to
the physical and emotional well-being of all
children.

- Seeking improvement to ensure the school
follows best practice in creating a productive
and safe environment for all.

Revd Rich Phillips can be contacted via the
school office:

admin.acs@ebor.academy

Safeguarding Curriculum

We believe that one of the best ways to
safeguard children, is through equipping them
with the knowledge and skills for how they can
keep themselves safe.

Safeguarding themes are threaded through our
curriculum and the enrichment opportunities
we offer in school.

Some examples include:

Our ‘Jigsaw’ scheme is delivered from Nursery to
Year 6

Online safety discussions in computing lessons
Links with the NSPCC (Daily worships,
Awareness Days etc.)

Involvement in Anti-Bullying week

School nurse visits

Themed safety events (e.g. Bikeability / Bonfire
Night)


